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METHODS

Surveys

Interviews

Focus groups

Probes

Personas



Goals of data collection 

Decide on:

who to ask

what to ask

what medium to use

how to administer

how to analyze

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT



For facts, self-reported behavior, opinions…

Keep It Short and Simple

Pretest!

Survey Monkey, Google Forms

SURVEYS & QUESTIONNAIRES



A ‘group interview’

Capitalizes on discussion between participants

Know when to and when not to step in

Be fair and encourage all to participate

FOCUS GROUP



Material artifacts: cameras, 
diaries…

In situ, user-driven

Capture infrequent events

Incentives?

PROBES



joannachoukeir.wordpress.com, http://www.pasiayang.net/random/postcard.jpg



Diary studies ask people to 
keep a diary, or journal, of their 
thoughts, activities and/or 
interactions

Can also use phones, cameras, 
audio recorders etc.

DIARY STUDIES

http://www.usabilityfirst.com/glossary/diary-study/
http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2596/5825862528_80fb4c2d0a.jpg



DIARY STUDIES

Diary studies can help overcome the limits that researchers 
typically face in studying rare, sensitive or private topics. 

Participants can influence the design project by highlighting 
what is most significant for them. 

Participants need to have prompts or incentives to record 
regularly and accurately. 

Experience sampling:  automatically prompting users for 
feedback based on specific events (time, location, etc.)

(Chavez et al 2004; Watkins and Swidler, 2009; Young and Barrett 2001).	  



PERSONAS



“User” can be an abstract concept used to support any design 
idea – for a library:

The user who is interested in finding books quickly

The user who is interesting in filing books quickly

The user who is interested in making sure all books get filed correctly
The user who wants to make sure indexes are consistent 

The user who wants to study

The user who wants to work with a team

Are these all the same “user”?

WHO IS THE USER?



PERSONAS

Cecilia, 
librarian

Joe Bloggs, 
first year MIMS

Mike, experienced 
PhD student

Tajel, undergrad 
doing work study

Personas are “hypothetical archetypes inspired by user research to 
ground design discussions”



http://wiki.fluidproject.org/display/fluid/Persona+Format



Personified – By Jason Travis - http://www.flickr.com/photos/jasontravis/sets/72157603258446753/



Personified – By Jason Travis - http://www.flickr.com/photos/jasontravis/sets/72157603258446753/



Personas are the single most powerful design tool that we use

Precision matters more than accuracy

Personas smoothen out individual quirks

Aim for the center

Stereotypes are OK!

It’s a user persona, not a buyer persona

Focus on the primary persona

COOPER’S ADVICE



Personas can be based on market research, contextual inquiry 
and design ethnography

Personas “act” in scenarios, and scenarios contain personas
    
Try not to re-use the same personas excessively

Personas are not a panacea

PRUITT & GRUDIN’S ADVICE



Locate a picture of a library persona on the internet inspired by 
contextual inquiry

Come up with their life story, including name, age, occupation, 
hobbies, where he/she grew up, what they do on weekends, etc.
 
E-mail me the picture when you are done

Be ready to tell your story!

ACTIVITY



For next time

 Planning your Contextual Inquiry

 Start by identifying users and 
 contexts of interest

 Think about Probes and other 
 User  Research methods


